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Abstract 

The activities of German societies in mountain climbing and tourism at the brink 

of 20th century contributed to the developement of mountain climbing and 

tourism in Czech lands. In our article we focused on the activities of Deutscher 

Alpenverein Reichenber, as the largest society in Liberec area devoted to 

mountain climbing and tourism. Based on the research of primary sources and 

references in that time and contemporary literature, we made a coherent survey 

of the activities of this society. The years choice 1893 – 1938 was made on 

purpose, because during that time the society existed in our lands. In first part 

we deal with DAV Reichenberg developement from its foundation till the 

outbreak of WW2 when it was incorporated into Reich organization. The other 

parts depict mainly the society´s activities. Firstly, its members made some 

remarkable sport performances in the Alps and sandstone climbing areas. 

Those not so skilled devoted themselves to hiking and high mountain tourism. 

Their bigges merit was building of their own mountain cottage in the Dolomites 

before WW1. The activitiy of DAV Liberec is a model example of Alpine 

societies´ activities in Czech lands.  

 

Key words: mountain climbing, tourism, Deutscher Alpenverein, climbing 

society, Liberec. 
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Souhrn  

Aktivita německých spolků v oblasti horolezectví a turistiky na přelomu 19.  

a 20. století přispěla výrazným způsobem k rozvoji horolezectví a turistiky  

i v českých zemích. V našem příspěvku jsme se zaměřili na činnost Deutscher 

Alpenverein Reichenber, jako největšího spolku v oblasti Liberecka, který se 

velmi intenzivně věnoval horolezectví a turistice. Na základě studia primárních 

pramenů a rešerše dostupné dobové i současné literatury, jsme vytvořili 

ucelený přehled působení uvedeného alpského spolku. Výběr časového období 

je dán existencí tohoto spolku na našem území, v letech 1893 – 1938. V první 

části se zabýváme vývojem DAV Reichenberg od jeho založení až do počátku 

druhé světové války, kdy se tento spolek začlenil do Říšské organizace. 

V dalších částech se věnujeme především činnosti spolku. V prvé řadě byly 

velice významné sportovní výkony některých členů, ať už v pískovcových 

lezeckých oblastech nebo v Alpách. Další ne tak výkonnostně zaměření 

členové se věnovali pěší a vysokohorské turistice. Mezi významné aktivity 

řadíme výstavbu vlastní chaty v Dolomitech, před 1. světovou válkou. Činnost 

DAV Liberec je určitým modelovým příkladem činnosti alpských spolků na 

českém území.  

 

Klíčová slova: horolezectví, turistika, Deutscher Alpenverein, horolezecký 

spolek, Liberec 

 

Introduction 

The developement of mountain climbing and tourism at the turn of 19th and 

20th centuries was strongly influenced by the activities of German societies in 

Czech area. Their contribution was later neglected due to certain political and 

historical reasons. The idea of founding a German Alpine society arose from 

several related causes.The original impulse can be found in political changes in 

the second part of 19th century Most importantly it was the fall of Bach 

absolutism which affected the social life in the Habsburg Monarchy. The other 

important reason was fast industrial developement in Liberec area which 
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caused population increase and the establishment of wealthier middle class of 

industrialists, merchants and state employees whose better financial situation 

allowed them to do hiking and mountain climbing not only in Czech mountains, 

but also in more distant parts of the Alps. The next impulse for its foundation 

was already existing Prague division of German Alpine society (1870) which at 

the time of the foundation (1893) had 440 members and owned 6 cottages in 

the Alps (SOkA Liberec, 1903).  

 

Deutscherund Österreichischer Alpenverein (German and Austrian Alpine 

society) further refered to as DuÖAV, was established in 1874 by joining of 

Deutscher Alpenverein and Österreichischer Alpenverein. Its aim was according 

to its statutes and article nr. 1: “To spread out the knowledge about the Alps, 

support love to them, and make travelling in the Alps easier“. The fact that it 

had 102 092 members in 407 sections in 1914 (Germany and the Austo-

Hungarian Empire) from which there were 14 societies in Bohemia (SOkA 

Liberec, 1903).  

 

Besides Liberec section of Deutschenund Österreichischen Alpenverein, many 

other clubs were founded in Liberec area and made their impact on the 

developement of mountain climbing in Jizera and the Lusatian mountains. For 

instance, it was the society of tourists and climbers Wirbelsteiner named after 

the rock Vrblíky (Wirbel) at Ještěd, or Empor society and also Naturfreunde 

society (Fajgl et al.,1999). 

Later on in 1907 Jablonec section of DuÖAV was founded and should we add 

Varnsdorf section established in 1887 (Pelc, 2008) we can consider the area of 

Jizera mountains the most important centre of german mountain climbing in 

Bohemia at the turn of centuries. 

 

The activities varied from eminent climbs in the Alps and Czech mountains and 

climbing areas to charity. In addition to that, we may state that Liberec section 
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was a model example of German Alpine societies´ activities in Bohemia which 

is shown in the next part. 

 

Methodology 

In this work we used historical direct method, content analysis and primary and 

secundary sources critical analysis as main methods.  

 

The historical direct method is prevailing technique when we answer the 

question „ how did it happen“? It is a historical depiction of reality compliant with 

time line and based on the knowledge acquired through study and resources 

evaluation, e.g. documents, papers etc. (Hroch,1985).  

 

The content analysis could be characterized as an „analysis of documents 

aimed to understand and interpret the document“. The basic principle is finding 

of particular phenomena and relations to specific topic (Reichel, 2009).  

By the term document we understand all written, oral, electronic or otherwise 

stored materials. During sorting out, evaluation and sampling of obtained 

documents the subjectivity of a particular researcher has some influence, but is 

not influential to the information in these documents (Hendl, 1999).  

 

We percieve the critical analysis of sources as an evaluation of gathered 

information about particular phenomena, reality and historical context. We try to 

uncover potential distortions due to that time bias, author´s symphaties or 

antiphaties to a particular phenomenon or people, or distortions caused by 

political pressure on the source at that time (Štumbauer, 1990). 

As primary sources, we included chronicles, notes, diaries and personal letters. 

The secundary sources ,which are not so close as the primary ones, are 

newspaper articles, reports based on the primary sources, almanacs and other 

written sources (Štumbauer, 1990). 
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We used both primary and secundary sources in our work. The secundary ones 

are the most essential. They are archive documents, e.g. annual reports, 

administrative reports, journals etc. All gathered sources were gradually 

completed. 

 

The developement of Liberec section of DuÖAV 

Liberec section of DuÖAV was founded as the 200th section of this society and 

it was the eighth in Bohemia. The biggest merit was Karl Hecke´s who was one 

of the alpinism pioneers. He, besides other things, first climbed Finalspitze via 

South-east wall. The founders: Karl Hecke, Ferdinand Siegmund, WilleKahl, 

Josef Matouschek, Richard Kasper, Heinrich Scholze, Franz Wollmann, Josef 

Kahl, Josef Matouschek and AntonHäufler got together at the preparatory 

meeting in Liberec Viertler Rathaus on 3rd January 1893 and decided to found 

the Alpine society. The idea was welcomed by members of already existing 

neighbour sections and many offered their help, e.g. Johann Stydl who was the 

chairman of Prague section from 1870 until 1919, or Ludvig Purtscheller from 

Salzburgu. The section was given permission by the decree of state governor 

nr. 27269 on 18th March 1893. The founding session took place in Centralhotel 

on 6th April 1893 and Josef A. Kahl was appointed first chairman. There were 

60 founding members and the membership fee was 6 golds (SOkA Liberec, 

1903). 

 

In years to come the number of members grew steadily and there were 173 of 

them at the tenth anniversary in 1903. The society was active not only on sport 

field but also socially. Members made some major climbs in the Alps and first 

climbs of some rocks in Jizera mountains. Some of them died during very 

difficult climbs with simple equipment. Willy Kahl, son of the chairman A. Kahl 

was killed in an avalanche at Marmolada on 8th September 1894. Karl Gahler 

fell down from northern wall of Festkogl in 1906, Rudolf Tham died in Mont 

Blanc area on 31th July 1925. Hiking trips to the surrounding mountains and 

climbing areas were organized for less skilled members several times in a year. 
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The section wanted to present itself to the public and held a winter celebration 

once a year and several lectures with slides. Such activities also brought 

considerable amount of money. In 1894 the society set up a library which could 

be used by members during their trips to the Alps and other resorts (SOkA 

Liberec, 1903). 

 

The members´meeting was held annually with the election of a committee and a 

chairman. Furthemore, there were presented the reports of regular activities 

and about Liberec cottage. On several occasions members met and delivered 

reports from trips (mainly subsidized from society´s funds) or settled current 

issues.  

 

The partner organizations were Varndorf section of DuÖAV and Deutscher 

Gebirgsvereinfürdas Jeschken-und Isergebirg, (German mountain society for 

the Lusatian and Jizera mountains). The section also belonged to international 

organizations: Alpine Rettungsgesellschaft, Vereinzum Schutz der 

Alpenpflanzen, Siebenburgische Karpatenverein. 

 

The membership growth was gradual and before WW1 there were 366 

registered members. After J.A. Kahl decease in 1910, Ferdinand Kotter was 

appointed a new chairman and led the section until 1933 (SOkA Liberec, 1913). 

The gaining of a cottage in the area of Croda di Lago (present Rifugio G. 

Palmieri) in the Dolomites was a great achievement and was ceremoniály 

opened on 1st August 1905. The cottage was completely rebuilt just before 

WW1 and could not be opened. As Kotter recalled (1933): “When it was done 

and the invitations to the ceremony all sent, the declaration of war suddenly 

dashed all our hopes.“ Major part of members were enlisted, the others 

contributed in different ways, e.g. war fund-raising campaigns or helping to 

refugees, wounded soldiers, widows and orphants.  
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A great change happened after the war. Under new political circumstances the 

Czech-Slovak section of DuÖAV seceded and established Verband der 

Deutschen Alpenvereine in Tschechoslovakische Staate (The union of German 

Alpine societies in Czechoslovakia). Liberec section was renamed Deutscher 

Alpenverein Reichenberg. Despite the losses during the war, the membership 

constantly grew, and regardless the Great Depression there were 800 members 

in 1933 (SOkA Liberec, 1933). 

Due to the post-war arrangements Croda di Lago cottage passed to Italy which 

was a considerable loss. Despite all efforts the commitee did not succed in 

finding a substitute and was therefore decided to build a new one in 

DefreggerAlpen area in Austria. The opening ceremony took place on 26th July 

1926. The cottage was funded from contributions, subsidies and profits from 

regular activities. This remote part of Eastern Alps offered an excelent starting 

point for many high mountains and climbing trips, but it was necessary to keep 

access routes clear and take care of the cottage.  

 

Dr. Rudolf Turnwald was the chairman since 1933. According to the extant 

sources the section did not politically or nationally present itself in this pre-war 

time. The society peacefully continued in its activitie till 1938. After the 

anschluss of Austria in Spring 1938 the original name „Deutscherund 

Österreichischer Alpenverein“ was changed to Deutscher Alpenvein (DAV). 

During the Fall 1938 other 14 sections of Alpine society from Sudetenland were 

also joined to DAV, Deutscher Alpenverein Reichenberg was among them. The 

DAV reconstruction in 1938 became evident by new statutes of the society 

which anchored it under Nazionalsozialistischer Reichsbundfür Leibesübungen 

(Nationa-socialist Reich union for physical exercise). After the war DAV was 

dissolved for several years because it was engaged during Nazi era (DAV 

leader was Reich governor Dr.Seyss-Inuart, infamous Austrian nazi) and it took 

several years to recover. Liberec section is active in Germany up to now (Pelc, 

2008). 
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Liberec section activities 

The activities of Liberec section of DAV was diverse and abundant. It was 

mainly about great sport climbing performances, regular trips, lectures and 

social events such as Winter celebration. Other, very commendable activity was 

the construction of cottages when the section proved its economic and 

organizational authority. 

 

Sport performance 

Even among the founders there were some outstanding alpinists who made first 

climbs in Eastern Alps. These climbs are even today considered as demanding 

and if we take their poor equipment and unexplore terrain into consideration, we 

can compare them to the best contemporary climbers.  

 

The most prominent founders were Karl Hecke who first climbed Finalspitze via 

South-east wall, or Ferdinand Siegmund and Robert Hans who, in 1893, 

climbed the north wall of Planspitze and GrosserÖdstein via Festkogel-

Nordwand and so solved the most serious problems in the Ennstal Alps 

(Hübler, 1902). From the trip reports published in the almanac from 1904 – 

1907 we can find how many peaks they climbed. For example, a young student 

Karl Kirchhof climbed 23 peaks, the highest Austrian mountain Grossglockner 

among them and did it without any guidance (SOkA Liberec, 1908). 

 

The climbers also aimed at Saxon Switzerland. One of the first documented 

climbes took place on 5th June 1897, realized by brothers Adolf and Robert 

Gahler with Gustavem Seidl and Fritzem Röchlin. They reached Falkenstein via 

Turnerweg way and made the second climb onto Dohlenstein (Kauschka, 

1923). 

 

German climbers were known first climbers in sandstone areas of Bohemian 

Paradise. They were most active in Liberec areas – in the Lusatian and Jizera 

mountains and Malá skála region. During the 90s they climbed all important 
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peaks in these areas. They also organized trips to mountain areas of Bohemian 

Paradise. In 1906 in Hrubá Skála area, Rudolf Kauschka and partners ascented 

on Dračího zub via the way now known as Kauschka´s chink and erected a tin 

flag there. „The Czech press used the opportunity and called it „provocation“ 

(but it had not been our aim) and we had to justify ourselves in fron of municipal 

magistrates“ says Kauchka on page 46, (1923). 

 

In the Jizera mountains there were first tops climbed to in 90s of 19th century, 

but unfortunately it was done in a way nowadays regarded as „unclean“ which 

means the use of hexes, nuts, bolts and other artificial equipment. The first 

„clean“ climb was Divá Máří in 1895 ascented by Adolfem Gahler, Heinrichem 

Scholz and E. Wollecjak (Fajgl et al., 1999). 

 

After this early perion there came ten-year gap followed with a new generation 

of young enthusiastic climbers. They can not be percieved as the followers 

because they did not even know about previous climbs and usually found out 

on the tops that their ascent was not the first climb. The 1895 climb onto Divá 

Máří by Adolf Gahler, Heinrich Scholz and E. Wollecjak „was completely 

forgotten. When Franz Haupt, Fritz Schurig and Josef Träger reached the top 

on 27. 4. 1913….., the rock looked so untouched as if no man had ever touched 

it before“, as presented by Kauchka (1923). 

 

After WW1, that had claimed several members, the tradition of great 

performances went on. In the first place it was a group of climbers around 

Rudolf Kauschka and Rudolf Tham that was very active in Czech climbing 

resorts and completed first climbs of major towers in the Jizera mountains. The 

very last problem was Zvon (Bell) that was firstly „beaten“ again by  

Rudolf Kauschka with R.Tham and F. Haupt. During pre-war perion there 

excelled Karl Seyffert who together with Bruno Balk climbed Mossy tower in 

1925, and two years later they first climbed Grail towers via valley wall. Dr. 
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Bruno Balk was chosen to join Paul Bauer´s expedition to Nanga Parbat as a 

physician in 1938 (Fajgl et al., 1999). 

 

After the section finished second cottage in the alpine group Lasörlig,the 

climbers could start their ascents from there. Thanks to Rudof Kauschka who 

spent there long periods, discovered routes on all major accessible peaks (e.g. 

Gösselswand) and later cooperated on guides and maps publishing, this area 

has become popular climbing destination. Before WW2 broke out there were 

922 tourists in 1937 (SOkA Liberec, 1938). 

 

There is not much evidence about further activities in the Alps area, but it is for 

sure that the members continued with visiting the region and climbing. Rudolf 

Kauschka climbed the tops of Mont Blanc and Matterhorn.  

In Czech sandstone resorts the most prominent climbers were Manfred 

Kauschka, Rudolf Kauschka´s son, and Josef and Friedrich Funke. Manfred 

together with J. Rösler did first climb onto well known, inaccessible tower 

Kobyla (Mare) in Příhrazské mountains not until 1937, so called German way 

(Procházka, 2011). 

 

Regular trips 

Since the beginning of its existence the section organized regular trips to 

neighbouring mountains and close mountain areas. The difficulty and content of 

these trips varied from long mountain crossing to the trip to Carlsbad. Gidl 

(2007) informes us about these trips: „ We went by train, we entered the village 

with the cheery singing, had lunch and after we visited local points of interest 

we had dinner. Then there was music and dancing and the way back again by 

train“.   

 

The trips often bound to the Jizera mountain´s, Krkonoše, Malá Skála region 

and Saxon Switzerland. Their attractiveness could be shown on the example of 
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a trip to Luž on 30th May 1897 when 200 hikers (also from partner Varnsdorf 

and Haida sections) took part (SOkA Liberec, 1903). 

 

Rudolf Kauschka´s group did many difficult hiking trips with long distance and 

high vertical drop. For instance, they set out from Liberec Common Gardens at 

22 o´clock via Kristiánov, Jizerku, Vosecká cottage and Špindlerovka to 

Sněžka. At 19 they were already at the station waiting for a train to come. There 

was a similar trip on Ještěd (12 times in 23 hours) with 20 different routes to the 

top and the elevation difference over 5000 meters (Fajgl et al., 1999). These 

achievements indicate their remarkable physical and mental fitness that they 

made good use of during their climbs in the Alps. 

 

Lectures 

Lectures and presentations was typical for all sections of DuÖAV. Their content 

was usually alpine, tourism and geographical topics and they were open to 

public. This way the society presented itself and tried to address potentional 

members and made people acquaint with its activities. In first year they held a 

lecture by Robert Hans Schmidt, renown alpinist from Vienna „The ascent on 

Fünffingerspitze and on Ortler via Marltgrat“ (SOkA Liberec, 1903). 

 

Some of significant personalities gave their climbing-focused speeches in 

Liberec, e.g. Julius Payer (arctic explorer and pioneer in Ortler area), Ludwig 

Purtschlelle (one of the most important climbers of the end of 19th century) or 

Karl Boldig, the first mountaineer who completed all 4thousands in the Alps, 

visited Liberec on several occassions. The lectures brought also money. Julius 

Payer´s speech about his intended trip to the North Pole which took place on 

3rd April 1895 earned 630 golds and 20 crowns (SOkA Liberec, 1903).  

 

During the first cottage opening ceremony in 1905 there was a lecture prepared 

by Franz Pscherer who presented the cottage´s beautiful surroundigs in the 

pictures taken by A.Gahler (SOkA Liberec, 1908). 
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Winter celebrations 

Another regular event in section´ life was Winter celebration held always in 

February. Period documents say that it was the highlight of ball season in the 

town and contributed a lot to the section´s funds that were later used for 

cottages construction and maintenance. The first celebration took place on 23rd 

February1895 and „By this the section touched all the people in town and 

grasped the publicity.“ (SOkA Liberec, 1903). 

 

Each celebration followed a particular topic or situation, it was „Ceremonial 

opening of Liberec cottage“ in 1898 which expressed the members´ desire for 

own cottage 7 years prior to its actual construction. „Runkelstein castle“ was the 

theme in 1904. After WW1 the celebrations took place in the same manner, e.g. 

the title of the one in 1932 was „On a white horse at Wolfgangsee“ (SOkA 

Liberec, 1933). 

 

Cottage construction 

Cottage and routes construction was the most evident activity of DuÖAV and at 

the same time very prestigious one for societis at the turn of 19th and 20th 

centuries. Until WW1 DuÖAV sections had built 345 cottages in Eastern Alps 

that were owned by 154 sections which was 58% of all Alpenvereinu.“ p. 109 

(Gidl, 2007). 

 

The goal was to make hiking in the Alps easier and make remote mountain 

valleys accessible. The secondary function was gaining publicity and section´s 

self-confidence within the whole DAV. The most important effect was the 

increase of tourism in the Alps that would bring new job possibilities for locals.  

The significance of this activity is shown in number of cottages built. Prague 

section owned 11 cottages in 1887. Varnsdorf section (partner of Liberec) ran 4 

cottages and other Czech sections together operated another 6 cottages 

(Hübler, 1902). 
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It is not surprising that Liberec section longed for its own one alpine haven 

since the first day of its existence. „ … small contributions for the construction of 

a cottage in iced region of the Alps, which would be proudly named Liberec 

cottage one day“. The same year the fund was created for the construction of 

cottages February 9, 1898 winter festival was held on the theme "Inauguration 

Liberecká cottage" (SOkA Liberec, 1903). 

 

Already in 1901, the Committee first considered the question seriously 

construction of the cottage. Offered the opportunity to purchase a cottage at 

Tappenkarsee, but after studying all the options, it was found that due to 

financial cost is not possible to continue this idea. In 1904, attention has turned 

to Sellraintal and Innerfeldtalu and found the possibility of construction of 

houses in the rear Fernau. After discussing this option with the landowner, the 

monastery Wilten, this menu again fell due nesplnitelných conditions relating to 

the operation of the cottage (SOkA Liberec, 1908). 

 

Cottage on Croda da Lago 

Not very long after the rejection Sellraintral area, Chairman A. Gahl during the 

general meeting of DaÖAV was given the offer to take over Barbariahütte on 

Croda da Lago. He immediately visited it. The cottage was in good condition, 

large enough and beautifully situated. The central committee offered it to the 

section for 1903,15 marks. Once again it was visited by three section members 

in December 1904 together with architect Robert Gahler. This visit´s goal, 

besides other things, was to find out more about responsiveness of local people 

which seemed to be quite positive. The section was even supported by county 

governor Josef Schweigr and thus the connections to local authorities and 

prominents were established „They reached the cottage on 30th December in 

deep snow. First thing they saw was very impressive because its location was 

beyond comparison, nice cottage was loved from the first sight, and when it was 

measured and examined from the outside and inside and the finding was that it 
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was good and useful building. Therefore all present agreed on that this cottage 

had to belong to Liberec section“ (SOkA Liberec, 1908). 

 

During the annual meeting on 11th January 1905 it was unanimously decided to 

purchase the cottage and the committee provided 3000 crowns for its 

maintenance, estate acquisition and access routes construction. The cottage 

was handed over on 1st May 1905 and the reconstruction of the access route 

began immediately. Lacedelli family became caretakers. The reconstruction 

exceeded the funds (labour cost 1390 K and joining 1416, 32 K.), therefore 

members set up fund-raising campaign among themselves which earned 

2208,20K. The cottage was very purpose-built: the ground floor consisted of the 

kitchen connected to the cellar, guide´s room, comfortable social room and the 

porch. The first floor offered 4 two-bed rooms and a room for 4-6 people (SOkA 

Liberec, 1908). 

 

The opening ceremony took place on 1st August 1905 during a big celebration 

in Cortina d´Ampezzo with music and prominents´ speeches. The next day 

there was a trip to the cottage and rejoice continued there. Alpenverein flags 

hung from tops of Becco and Croda. The number of visitors rose steadily: 1905 

- 438 tourists, 1906 – 546 tourists and 1907 – 617tourists mostly Alpenverein 

members (SOkA Liberec, 1908). 

 

The section immediately after the purchase began with the reconstruction and 

the water pipe construction from a distant spring. The access routes from 

Cortina were restored and signed. There were newly built routes to Forcella da 

lago and further to Italian border and to Cinque torri Hütte. Very soon the 

capacity was not enough, therefore another reconstruction according to plans 

by architects Kühn and Fanta began in 1913. The planned re-opening should 

have been in 1914, but the outbreak of WW1 thwarted all plans for tourism 

developement in the area. The cottage made it through the war despite the 

fightings around but it was completely robbed and left unfurnished. Then it 
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served as a sanatorium for Italian officers. When Italian army briefly left Cortina, 

former caretaker Dr. Reeger saved bed sheets and linen which were later used 

in New Liberec cottage. After the war, the cottage was confiscated by Italy and 

given to Padova section to take care of it without any compensation to Liberec 

section (SOkA Liberec, 1933). 

 

Cottage in Defregger Alpen (elevation 2600 m) 

After WW1 when it was obvious that the cottage on Croda di Lago is lost „All 

efforts were of course directed to one objective and all activities aimed at one 

goal which was endorse the beginning of a new Liberec cottage construction 

and as a red thread it wound through club meetings and sessions„.  

 

The cottage confiscation led to the idea of building a new one in Austrian 

territory. R. Kauschka and R. Tham suggested a little known area in Defregger 

Alpen which offered a vast amount of possible trips to close mountains in1922. 

The proposal was approved in 1923 and the construction of Liberec cottage 

(architect Bruno Pietsche) started to the north of St. Jacob at the bottom of 

Gösselswand. The assume opening was established on 1st July 1926. There 

were one bit spacious kitchen and one big common room, three 8-bed rooms 

and two emergency quarters with 17 beds. The quarter on the first floor was 

divide into spaces for two, and in the attic there were bedrooms and guides´ 

room.  

 

Even though the roofing works had been intended to be done in years to come, 

it was decided to begin with it immediately the next year due to the weather 

conditions in the elevation of 2600 metres (SOkA Liberec, 1926). 

 

Cottage management report from 14th January 1926: Despite all the difficulties 

and disappointments of German Alpine club Liberec during the war and 

following years, we may happily and proudly say that we, again, have a new, 

nice and own mountain base which is a redress for our former lost cottage.  
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We can not even complain about the territory because he, who saw the cottage 

surroundings, would gladly confirm its position is alike the old one. The cottage 

is situated on a mountain ridge as a small castle, to the south there is a nice 

scenery with Panargen and to a deep valley, on the other side is Bödensee and 

2914 meters high wall of Gössselswand where you can enjoy round view 

starting with Rieserferner group, across High Tatras, up to the Dolomites (SOkA 

Liberec, 1926). 

 

The ceremonial opening took place on 26th July 1926. The guests gathered in 

the evening of the previous day in St.Jacob´s inn Kröll. In the morning the next 

day, they climbed ut to the cottage. They held a mass at 11 o´clock which was 

followed with opening speeches and cottage presentation. There was a trip in 

the cottage surroundings after lunch. The lecture about this event with a slide 

show took place in the cellar of Liberec town hall on 8th October. The 

presentation was closed with the following wish: „If only Liberec cottage stands 

still in the course of time and being built in hard times to resist all fate´s storms“ 

(SOkA Liberec, 1927). 

 

During the season there were constantly one tenant and one mountain guide. 

The construction costs reached 80000 Kč in 1926. The largest income for it 

were Winter celebration profits 9000 Kčs and contributions 5000 Kčs. In the 

following year the expenses always exceeded incomes from entry fees, lodging 

fees and postcards sell. Yet, it was necessary to invest into routes construction, 

their maintenance and signing, cottage maintenance, water pipe construction 

and also purchasing rescue equipment. The attendance gradually went up even 

despite the Great Depression in the 30´s. It doubled from 484visitors in 1928 to 

922 in 1937. After the Sudeten had been annexed in 1938 and Liberec section 

joined reichs DAV, the cottage devolved upon Reich (Gidl, 2007).  

The building still exists and is known as Reichenberger Hütte. 
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Conclusion 

If we sum up the developement Liberec section of DAV we see it is a model 

example of the origin and developement of German climbing societies on the 

territory of the Czech republic. Throughout its history it was an apolitical 

organization and there is no evidence to percive it differently. Contrary to 

Prague section there were not any Czech members of whom German climbers 

did not think much that could be sensed only from few notes.  

 

It was among larger sections in Bohemia as far as the membership is 

concerned. Members mostly belonged to the upper middle class and this is 

typical for this section. The activities were various and corresponded with the 

activities of other Alpenverein sections – lectures, winter celebrations, trips, 

contributions, publishing. The climbers of this section were among the most 

respected in our lands. We know about their ascends and first climbs not only in 

Czech mountains but also in the Alps. The section seeked to build its own 

cottage in the Alps. When it had one, it was later lost in post-war 

arrangements.The desire to have own cottage led to the construction of one 

which still exists in Defregger Alpen.  

 

The comparison of Liberec section and the others within DuÖAV is possible due 

to the publication by A. Gidl „Alpenverein“ which elaborately and from different 

angles deals with the developement of DuÖAV until WW1. We can trace down 

many analogies related to the structure and statutes of DuÖAV mainly in side 

activities. For instance, Liberec section´s lectures, balls and trips are identical to 

those of other sections in Germany and Austria. We can find out some climbing 

differences resulting from geographical location of Liberec. During their 

activities, climbers and hikers travelled not only to the Alps but also they 

pioneered climbing and tourism in Czech resorts, e.g. the Lusatian and Jizera 

mountains, Krkonoše, Saxon Switzerland, Bohemian Paradise etc.  
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The activities in Czech lands ended with Sudeten Germans expulsion. After 

WW2 its activities have continued in Germany, even though it still bears the 

name Sektion Reichenberger DAV and resides in München. 
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